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QIa)Fill in the blanks: (2)
1)1000 iswritten in Roman numerals as ____________.

2)Thebiggest five digit number is______________.

3)5,98,000 -___________= 8,000.

4)International numerals of XLII is____________

b)Choose the correct option: (2)
1)15 is written in Roman numerals as:
a)XIIIII b)VVV c)XV d)XXV

2) The sum of biggest 3-digit and smallest 2-digit number is:
a)909 b) 199 c) 911 d) 1009

3) The smallest 4-digit number formed by the digit 3,0,7,8 is:
a) 3078 b) 0378 c) 8703 d) 3870

4) The place value of 8 in 58,62, 013 is:
a)800000 b)800 c)80000 d)80000000

c)Do as directed: (6)

1) Write the Devanagari numerals of 69,34,925

2) Write 65,02,915 in words.

3) Make one6-digit numbers using any digit from 0 to 9 only once:

4)Write the place value of underline numberin 67,91,110. 5) Write the expanded form of

54,62,005

6) Write the proper symbol,  in the box:

56,98,34276,02,567
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QII]Solve the following:(solve any 2) (4)

1) a) 45,98,864+45,987+254

b) 34,76,009 – 25,824

2)a) 56,987+34+76,342

b) 54,92,851 - 43,297

3) a )65,93,125+56+8

b) 76,12,503 – 23,75,892

QIII]Solve word problems: (any three) (6)

1)A bookseller bought 9,00,000 exercise books. He sold 3,75,091 exercise books on Monday and
32,910 on Tuesday .How many exercise books are left with him now?

2)Amol’s mother earns rupees 65,900 per month. Out of this she spend rupees 26,585 every
month. How much money does she save every month?

3)Vijay bought a TV set for rupees 45,834 a radio set for rupees 6,555 and a cupboard for
rupees24,954.How much money did he spend in all?

4)Children of the secondary school in Maharashtra state planted 6,95,340 seeds while those in
Gujarat state planted 3,25,000. Which children planted more seeds?
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